Hardware / Software

Students will complete the following 5 exercises.

#1 Read each word and decide whether it is referring to output, input, or storage device. Write the word of the device under the correct heading by copy and paste the words, do not cut and paste. Some may be more than one category. Color code each word to match the color of the category.

Mouse, Monitor, Keyboard, Flash Drive, Printer, Digital Camera, Speakers, Headphones, Scanner, Cell Phone

OUTPUT

INPUT

STORAGE

After you place each of the devices into their correct category, Check with your buddy and see if you both agree. If you do not agree, check your handout for the correct answer.

#2 Read each scenario and decide what type of software it is. Put (OS) for Operating System, (U) for Utility Program, (A) for Application Software, (I) for Integrated Software, (ER) for Educational and Reference Software, (EL) for Entertainment and Leisure Software. You may want to look at #3 before you start your investigation below. #2 and #3 can be worked on simultaneously. You may need to do some internet research for confirm the classification.
#3 For each scenario listed below find the name of a software program that is a program used or classified as. In #2 you will be determining how the software is classified and in this exercise you will look on the internet to find the name of a software program under the classification.

#4 Read each scenario and decide if it is related to: the proper computer care (CC), proper diskette care (DC), proper CD ROM care (CRC), proper care of printers (P), proper ergonomics (PE), or how to maintain your computer system (MCS). Place the correct abbreviation in the blank provided.

#5 Open Alice "Hardware IOSP." Play & Answer the questions to build a Snowman with the Penguins.